We study the phenomenology of the 4-site Higgsless model, based on the SU (2) L × SU (2) 1 × SU (2) 2 × U (1) Y gauge symmetry, at present colliders. The model predicts the existence of two neutral and four charged extra gauge bosons, Z 1,2 and W ± 1,2 . In this paper, we focus on the charged gauge sector. We first derive limits on W 1,2 -boson masses and couplings to SM fermions from direct searches at the Tevatron. We then estimate at the 7 TeV LHC the exclusion limits with the actual L=1 fb −1 and the discovery potential with the expected L=10 fb −1 . In contrast to the minimal (or 3-site) Higgsless model which predicts almost fermiophobic extra gauge bosons, the next-to-minimal (or 4-site) Higgsless model recovers sizeable W 1,2 -boson couplings to ordinary matter, expressing the non-fermiophobic multiresonance inner nature of extra-dimensional theories. Owing to this feature, we find that in one year from now the new heavy gauge bosons, W ± 1,2 , could be discovered in the final state with an electron and large missing transverse energy at the 7 TeV LHC for W 1,2 -boson masses in the TeV region, depending on model parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extra gauge bosons W ′ are predicted in many models that extend the gauge structure of the Standard Model (SM). Left-Right symmetric models [1, 2, 3] , based on the enlarged symmetry SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R ⊗ U(1), are an old and popular example; the discovery reach and the study of W ′ properties at the LHC has been recently re-investigated [4, 5, 6] and bounds from early LHC data have been derived [7] . Heavy charged gauge bosons are also a natural consequence of Minimal Walking Technicolor (MWT) models. For a complete review see Refs. [8, 9] and references therein. The LHC potential of detecting such particles have been extensively analysed [10, 11] .
During the last ten years, the idea of extra dimensions [12, 13, 14] has been very fruitful in the proposal of extensions of the SM with or without the Higgs [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] .
In these models, the W ′ bosons emerge as Kaluza Klein excitations of the SM W -boson.
The possibility to discover them at the LHC has been investigated many years ago [23] .
and vector boson fusion. All these processes require high luminosity and high energy to be detected [41, 42, 43] . The inclusion of one-loop corrections to the ǫ 3 (S) parameter allows for non vanishing couplings of the new gauge bosons to SM fermions [44] . In this case, the Drell-Yan (DY) production channel opens up. And, if followed by the most promising W ′ decay into W Z-pairs, it could allow to detect the new heavy gauge bosons at the 14 TeV LHC with less than 10 fb −1 [45, 46] .
The 4-site extension is instead much less bounded. The relation between the couplings of the two new gauge boson triplets with SM fermions is indeed strongly constrained by the ǫ 3 -parameter, but their magnitude is weakly limited by ǫ 1 [47, 48] . The phenomenological consequence is that, while the minimal 3-site Higgsless model can be explored only in complex multi-particle processes (the easiest one being pp → V V → 4f with V = W, Z), the 4-site Higgsless model can be tested in the more promising Drell-Yan channel with lepton pairs in the final state [47, 49] .
This paper is devoted to a detailed study of signal and background for the leptonic DrellYan production of the two new charged gauge bosons predicted by the 4-site Higgsless model [47, 49, 50, 51, 52] . A similar analysis was recently performed within the Minimal Walking Technicolor [10, 11] . Compared to the latter, the 4-site model differs by the nature of the two extra gauge bosons: the lighter is at leading order a vector particle while the heavier is an axial particle. The mass splitting M W 2 − M W 1 is always positive and, oppositely to the Minimal Walking Technicolor, no mass spectrum inversion is possible. In the following, we consider final states with one isolated electron and large missing transverse momentum. We plan to investigate the pp → W ′ → W Z → 4f mode in the future. In some cases, the latter channel is the most favorable for the observation of a heavy vector boson. Clearly, this is true when the bosonic decay modes are larger and consequently the already small branching ratios (BR) for the leptonic modes are further suppressed. In some models the leptonic modes could even be forbidden or very strongly suppressed as already noticed [53, 54, 55, 56] .
The W ′ boson has been recently searched at the Tevatron and the LHC in different final states. We make use of the leptonic DY channel analysis [57, 58, 59, 60] to extract limits on the parameter space of the 4-site model and explore the discovery reach in the near future.
In Sections II and III, we review the 4-site model and the properties of the two new charged gauge bosons. Section IV is devoted to investigate the DY production at the LHC and the Tevatron in the leptonic channel. In Section V, we present exclusion and discovery reach and finally in Sect. VI we give our conclusions.
II. THE 4-SITE HIGGSLESS MODEL
The 4-site Higgsless model represents the next-to-minimal extension of the 3-site Higgsless model [61] that corresponds to a particular choice of the BESS model [62, 63] . They both belong to the class of deconstructed Higgsless theories [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] . In their general formulation, these theories are based on the SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) [36] , while some of its phenomenological consequences are analyzed in [47, 48, 49, 50] .
In the unitary gauge, the 4-site model predicts two new triplets of gauge bosons, which acquire mass through the same non-linear symmetry breaking mechanism giving mass to the SM gauge bosons. Let us denote with W ± iµ and Z iµ (i = 1, 2) the four charged and two neutral heavy resonances appearing as a consequence of the gauge group extension, and with W ± µ , Z µ and A µ the SM gauge bosons. Owing to its gauge structure, the 4-site Higgsless model a priory contains seven free parameters: the SU(2) L ⊗ U(1) Y gauge couplings,g and g ′ , the extra SU(2) 1,2 gauge couplings that, for simplicity, we assume to be equal, g 2 = g 1 , the bare masses of lighter (W ± 1 , Z 1 ) and heavier (W ± 2 , Z 2 ) gauge boson triplets, M 1,2 , and their bare direct couplings to SM fermions, b 1,2 . However, their number can be reduced to four, by fixing the gauge couplingsg,g ′ , g 1 in terms of the three SM input parameters e, G F , M Z which denote electric charge, Fermi constant and Z-boson mass, respectively. As a result, the parameter space is completely defined by four independent free parameters which we choose to be: M 1 , z, b 1 and b 2 , where z = M 1 /M 2 is the ratio between the bare masses. In terms of these four parameters, physical masses and couplings of the extra gauge bosons to ordinary matter can be obtained via a complete numerical algorithm. This is one of the main results of [48] where we have describe in full detail this computation, which goes beyond the approximations commonly adopted in the literature. The outcome is the ability to reliably and accurately describe the full parameter space of the 4-site Higgsless model even in regions of low mass and high z where previously used approximations would fail. In the following, we choose to describe the full parameter space via the physical observables: In terms of the above quantities, the Lagrangian describing the interaction between gauge bosons and fermions has the following expression:
for the neutral (NC) and charged (CC) gauge sector, respectively. In the above formulas, ψ denotes SM quarks and leptons. These expressions will be used later when discussing production and decay of the two extra charged gauge bosons in the Drell-Yan channel.
Before performing any meaningful analysis, it is mandatory to evaluate the impact of the Electroweak Precision Tests on the 4-site model. In the next section, we therefore review the constraints on the 4-site parameter space coming from EWPT.
A. EWPT bounds
Universal electroweak radiative corrections to the precision observables measured by LEP, SLD and TEVATRON experiments can be efficiently quantified in terms of three parameters: ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 , and ǫ 3 (or S, T, and U) [64, 65, 66, 67] . Besides these SM contributions, the ǫ i (i=1,2,3) parameters allow to describe the low-energy effects of potential heavy new physics. For that reason, they are a powerful method to constrain theories beyond the SM. In a recent paper [48] , we used this parametrization to extract bounds on the 3-site and 4-site Higgsless models.
In order to derive realistic and reliable constraints, we performed a complete numerical calculation of all ǫ i (i=1,2,3) parameters at tree level, going beyond popular approximations used in the past, and carried out a combined fit to the experimental results taking into account their full correlation. The outcome represents a drastic update of past analysis.
In the literature, in fact, these tree level new physics effects had been evaluated via an Owing to the above mentioned correlation, the number of free parameters can be further An additional information, one can extract from the right panel of Fig. 1 , concerns the minimum mass of the extra gauge bosons allowed by EWPT. As one can see, its value depends on the z free parameter and can range between 250 GeV and 600 GeV (see Ref. [48] for computational details). In this analysis we have not included the bounds on the trilinear gauge boson vertex, W W Z coming from the LEP2 experiment [68] . The maximum allowed value for the mass of the extra gauge bosons is instead fixed by the requirement of perturbative unitarity. As well known, one of the main motivations for Higgsless theories predicting an extended gauge sector, compared to the SM with no light elementary Higgs, is the ability to delay the perturbative unitarity violation up to energy scales of the order of a few TeV. Beyond that scale, new physics should come out. Higgsless theories must be indeed interpreted as effective low energy theories. In [47, 49, 50] , all vector boson scattering (VBS) amplitudes which are the best smoking gun for unitarity violations are computed, with the conclusion that the 4-site Higgsless model should preserve unitarity up to around 3 TeV. In the following, we assume this mass validity range. like the walking technicolor [11] , no mass spectrum inversion is possible. The mass splitting,
, is always positive and its size depends on the free z-parameter:
The above Eq. (2) The total widths of the heavy charged gauge bosons divided by the corresponding mass, that both W can be bigger than the SM one, Γ W /M W ≃ 2.6%, already for relatively low masses M W 1 ≃ 800 GeV, and they can approach higher values up to about Γ W 1,W 2 /M W 1,W 2 ≃ 20% at mass scales within the LHC reach, as shown in Fig. 2 . The prediction of broad resonances is a distinctive feature of Higgsless models, and more generally extra-dimensional theories [69] .
The benchmark model adopted for experimental analysis, described in [70] , predicts instead a SM-like W ′ ± -boson purely decaying into fermion pairs. As a consequence, its width is generally expected to be very narrow. In this case, signal events are rather clustered towards the Jacobian peak in the transverse mass distribution, so that performing a simple counting experiment in that region often gives a signal-to-background ratio that is high enough for de- can decay only into SM fermion and gauge boson pairs:
all z-values, the diboson channel is the dominant one, the fermion decay being suppressed by EWPT. The decay into electrons, is an increasing function of the z parameter, but is always below 2%. However, it can compete with the diboson one if one chooses to rely on clean purely leptonic final states as BR(
The W ± 2 -boson BRs have a more complicated structure. They are displayed in Fig. 3 
As for the lighter extra gauge bosons, the dominant decay mode is the mixed diboson channel W An exception to this trend appears in the low edge of the spectrum for high z values.
In this case, the W In the following, we analyze in detail the two charged Drell-Yan processes:
at the LHC and the Tevatron, respectively. The two channels differ only by the initial state, and are characterized by one isolated electron (or positron) in the final state plus missing transverse momentum. In our notation, eν e indicates both eν e and e + ν e . These processes can involve the production of the four charged extra gauge bosons, W ± 1,2 , as intermediate states. They are described by the generic formula
where p f summarizes the final-state momenta, f i,h 1 and f j,h 2 are the distribution functions of the partons i and j in the incoming hadrons h 1 and h 2 with momenta P 1 and P 2 , respectively, Q is the factorization scale, andσ ij represent the cross sections for the partonic processes.
At the LHC, since the two incoming hadrons are protons and we sum over final states with opposite charges, we find
Analogously, at the proton-antiproton collider Tevatron we have:
The tree-level amplitudes for the partonic processes have been generated by means of [75] , whose values have been taken to be |V ud | = |V cs | = 0.975, |V us | = |V cd | = 0.222, and zero for all other relevant matrix elements. In our scheme, the weak mixing-angle and the W -boson mass are derived quantities. We use the fixed-width scheme for the matrix element evaluation, and the CTEQ6L [76] for the parton distribution functions at the factorization scale:
where P T denotes the transverse momentum. This scale choice appears to be appropriate for the calculation of differential cross sections, in particular for lepton distributions at high energy scales and is adapted from Ref. [77] . When considering the DY-channel at the LHC, we have moreover implemented the general set of acceptance cuts defined in [78] and here below summarized:
• electron (or positron) transverse momentum P T (e) > 25 GeV,
• missing transverse momentum P miss T > 25 GeV,
• electron (or positron) pseudo-rapidity |η e | < 2.1,
where η e = − log (tan θ e /2), and θ e is the polar angle of the charged lepton e with respect to the beam. For the analysis at the Tevatron, we include instead a global acceptance of 40% [58] . In both cases, we assume 100% efficiency on charged lepton reconstruction. Additional dedicated kinematical cuts will be described in due time. In this section, we analyze the production of the four extra charged gauge bosons in Drell-Yan channel. We consider four representative cases of mass spectrum and couplings within the parameter space allowed by EWPT and unitarity bounds, as shown in Table I .
These four examples give an idea of the possible scenarios predicted by the 4-site Higgsless model. In the model in fact the ratio between the masses of the first and second gauge boson triplet, i.e. z = M 1 /M 2 , is a free parameter. Hence, the distance between the two masses is arbitrary as well. We have thus chosen four cases, corresponding to z=0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.95, and representing from left to right very distant resonances, the flat-metric scenario, and a spectrum which tends to degeneracy by increasing z.
In order to illustrate spectrum and behaviors of the new heavy W 1,2 bosons, we have chosen to analyze the distribution in the transverse mass of the lepton pair, M t (eν e ), for the four scenarios of Tab. I. In Fig. 4 , we plot the total number of events as a function of the dilepton transverse mass M t (eν e ) at the Tevatron and at the 7 TeV LHC with L=1 fb −1 .
We sum over the charged conjugate processes and apply standard acceptance cuts. In most of the cases, one cannot identify the lighter resonance. This is a consequence of an intrinsic property of the model. That is, in most part of the parameter space, the axial spin-one W 2 -boson is more strongly coupled to fermions than the vector spin-one W 1 -boson. Thus, the 4-site model appears to be degenerate with popular theories predicting a single charged extra gauge boson, W ′ . As a consequence, the same experimental analysis performed for the single-resonant benchmark model in [70] could be directly applied to the 4-site Higgsless theory.
In order to estimate the detection rate expected at the Tevatron and the 7 TeV LHC for the Drell-Yan production of the extra W ± 1,2 gauge bosons, in Table II and we have listed number of SM background events, signal events and corresponding significance for the four scenarios given in Tab. I. We have superimposed the additional dedicated kinematical cut The corresponding total cross-sections integrated over the window, M T (eν e ) ≥ M cut , are Tab At fixed mass, M W 1 , the cross-section gets larger by increasing the value of the zparameter. This effect is due to the fact that high z-values help in relaxing the EWPT constraints on the W 1,2 -boson coupling to SM fermions, as previously shown in Fig. 1 In this section, we discuss the prospects of discovering the four charged spin-1 bosons predicted by the 4-site Higgsless model at the LHC. Let us start by deriving the present exclusion limits on the W 1,2 -bosons from the Tevatron experiment. We consider both neutral and charged Drell-Yan channels, pp → e − e + and pp → eν e , at the collected luminosity L=10 fb −1 , and we include a global 40% acceptance and efficiency factor. For the neutral DrellYan channel, we compute the expected number of events in the asymmetrical mass window
4%M is the approximated D0 mass resolution (see [47] and references therein). For the charged Drell-Yan channel instead, we consider the mass window: M t (eν e ) ≥ M cut as previously discussed. For both processes, we then evaluate the region of the parameter space where the Gaussian statistical significance is bigger than come from the neutral Drell-Yan channel, which might involve the production and decay of the two neutral extra gauge bosons, Z 1,2 , predicted by the 4-site model (see [47, 49, 50] ).
Here, they have been appropriately converted in order to appear in the parameter space expressed in terms of the charged M W 1 , a W 1 physical observables.
In the same Fig.8 , we also show the 95% CL exclusion limits that one could derive at different stages of the LHC. These contour plots have been computed by integrating the cross section in the domain M t (eν e ) ≥ M cut , and assuming the acceptance times efficiency setup described in Sec. IV A. The cyan shaded area in Fig.8 shows the 95% CL exclusion limits on W 1,2 -boson mass and coupling that one could extract from present data at the 7
TeV LHC, which has now collected over 1 fb In Fig. 9 , we show the prospects of discovering the four charged spin-1 bosons predicted by the 4-site Higgsless model during the LHC early and future stages, as done above for the exclusion (now simply requiring σ ≥ 5).
The dashed blue line gives the 5σ-discovery potential in the next one-year period at the and a neutrino at the LHC were published by the CMS experiment [79] . The experimental analysis is based on the data collected in 2011, which correspond to an integrated luminosity of 1.1 fb-1. As both setup and signal definition are different, we cannot directly compare the results of our paper with the limit placed by CMS.
